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  Meeting MINUTES 

Name of meeting: Stockyard Hill Wind Farm Community Reference Group  
Location of meeting The Golden Age Hotel, Havelock Street, Beaufort 
Date: Monday December 3, 2018 
Time: Lunch commencing @ 12.00pm 

Lunch hosted by GWA 
Meeting to follow @ 1.00pm 
NOTE:  Chair expects this meeting to go beyond the self-
imposed 2-hour limit 
 

 
Committee Members:   
Douglas Ball Chair DJB 
Ian Courtney Community Engagement Manager, SHWF IC 
Trish Collins Community Relations Officer, SHWF TC 
David Bain Community Rep DB  
Ian Homan Community Rep IH 
John Kavanagh 
James Kirkpatrick 
Douglas Smith 

Community Rep 
Community Rep 
Community Rep 

JKa 
JK 
DS 

Nick Shady 
Jim Mahony 
Emma Wallish 
David Jackson 
Stephen Evans 

Community Rep 
Community Rep 
Community Rep 
Community Rep 
EPC Construction Manager 

NS 
JM 
EW 
DJ 
SE 

 
Apologies: 
Michael Murphy 

 
 
Community Rep 
 

 
 
MM 

   

 
Agenda: CRG Meeting No. 10 
 

Item Agenda / Comment / Discussion Action 

1 Apologies. 
Michael Murphy is still sick so is an apology again. 
 
DJB noted that the Wind Commissioner required information from 
CRG as it has been reported that some CRG issues have not been 
closed out.  He stressed that there are other avenues to consider 
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before going to the Wind Commissioner and he expects that going to 
himself or IC would be the first and hopes it doesn’t happen again. 

 
2 

 
Conflicts of interest – nil. 
 

 

3 Confirmation of the previous meeting Minutes of October 22, 
2018. 

 
EW raised the following: 

- In number 6 it notes “in her opinion”.  She advised that it was 
feedback from the community and requests it be changed to 
reflect this.  

 
 

4 Business arising from previous Minutes.  
 

EW noted as follows: 
(a) Roadside rehabilitation re: removal of culvert.  IC said he would 

get onto this and he did – it was removed in 3 days.  Thank you. 
 
(b) Crime prevention – In the Lismore Newsletter the Linton Police 

suggested anybody that hasn’t got anything to do with SHWF 
should stay way.  EW suggests GWA should do something like 
this.  IC advised he will investigate it with police and 
Construction team but cannot enforce the public to stay way. 

 
(c) No access trucks sign – is there an exemption for this as trucks 

are travelling North on Stockyard Hill Road?   
SE advised trucks are encouraged not to go North on that road, so 
hopefully sign should be sufficient.  
 
(d) Biosecurity – there has been a facility at quarry since July, yet 

sheep still getting into quarry.   
Facilities have been in place for some time and workers getting better 
at utilizing controls. 

 
EW requested that Individual landholders not to be named in 
meeting or Minutes. Noted by DJB that this has always been policy 
since CRG commenced.   

 

5 Project update: 
 -    water sources and fire management 
-     Community Investment – review of successful applicants. 

 
IC presented a Project Update by way of a PowerPoint presentation 
noting the following: 
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- Community investment round for October 2018 noting 
almost $130,000 given to different community groups.  He 
also noted that payments could be over a few years, not 
necessarily paid out all at once.   

 

NS queried that Waterloo was considered to be in the project area.  
He is uneasy with this.  IC advised that it was for events held which 
many of the locals attend and GWA considered it appropriate. 

 
EW thanked SHWF for funding for BDLA and they will be working 
with IC and TC to present hurdles shortly. 
 

- Most recent Construction update progress sheets.  
- Transmission line. 
- Fire Management Plan - CFA local captains met on site with SE 

recently.  Tanks are onsite in South, East and West.  GWA 
required to speak to regional commander.  

NS noted that Zinfra have nothing in place.   
DJ noted that in the Fire Management Plan it says Wind Farm is 
located 12 km from Skipton (which he believes to be a bit loose). Are 
private tankers going to access site as well?   
SE noted 7 water tankers onsite, but private tankers definitely 
permitted.   
 
No work on Total Fire Ban days unless in the middle of a lift. 

- Water Management – the team have been using water from 
Skipton and Beaufort and have used approximately 400 
million litres so far, plus the quarry bore.  SE, IC and 
Construction Company had a meeting with CHW and they 
have allowed project to use tank at Skipton.  GWA are 
continuing to look at bore systems to assist with water usage. 

- Ariel video of construction then shown. 
 

DB queried when blades are coming through in the West?  SE advised 
later this week between 3 and 5am. 

 
JK suggested showing video in shop window.  The more info out there 
the less people may want to come out to view site. 

 
DJB thanked IC for his presentation and welcomed Stephen Evans to 
the meeting.  He also noted that it has been 12 months since the 
first CRG meeting. 

6 Community feedback: 
EW had some community feedback as follows: 
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(a) She asked what forum turbine hosts have to comment on 
community investment? 

IC advised happy to take any feedback.  If landowners would like 
they can be provided with a list of community investment. 
 
(b) Have GWA considered installing security cameras at washdown 

points?  Chatter on UHF’s says that washdowns aren’t being 
coherent.  If they would put CCTF cameras in be more 
accountable. 

SE noted he removed 6 trucks in last 2 weeks.  Mobile units on 
security are already at certain areas.  SE has requested police to 
check trucks on public roads if they haven’t got tarps. 
 
Emma Wallish items: 
(a) Can the Chair update members of correspondence to/from 

Pyrenees Shire? 
DJB advised he has nothing further to say from last month.  The Shire 
responded, and the speed restriction has already gone through. 
 
(b) Contractors smoking in paddocks- a landowner made their 

concerns known about this to a senior GWA member, who 
responded with “you don’t like smokers”. The point that the 
landowner was attempting to raise was the fire risk associated 
with smoking in paddocks at this time of year. What can 
GWA/CRG/community do re: this issue? 

SE advised notices go on boards regularly.  He is happy to take calls if 
farmers are making negative comments of not liking smokers as not 
appropriate.  Smokers go to certain area rather than open paddock.  
If anybody caught smoking in paddock they will be dismissed. 
 
(c) If community members have concerns/feedback as to how 

environmental offsets are being managed who do they contact? 
IC advised that offsets are listed under Environmental and Planning 
on website.  All offsets have been secured and the majority are in 
project area.  All offsets are managed by DWELP.  If any concerns, 
contact IC.   
 
(d) Are there tanks to be installed along Long Gully road, which runs 

off Stockyard Hill road? If so, what is their purpose and how will 
they be accessed? 

IC noted there is a Substation south of Long gully Road, but Long Gully 
Road will not be used for construction. 
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(e) Will construction take a break over the Christmas/New Year 
period? 

Closed from 21st December to 7th January.  Some Workers will return 
from 2nd January doing general work.  Same for Zinfra. 
 
(f) What is considered a reasonable time (in the PM) for Windfarm 

HVs to be off local roads Mon-Saturday?  
SE advised off by 6pm most nights, but subject to meetings etc.  If 
trucks are consistent, please contact IC.   
 
JK enquired as to approx. pour time.  SE advised 5.5 hours for gravity 
bases and 3 to 4.5 hours for Anchor basis. 
 
(g) Does/is the amount of windfarms currently being 

constructed/planned place stress on   sourcing and securing 
contractors? Can the community be updated (%) on origins of 
workforce i.e. Beaufort/Ballarat/Ararat and beyond?    

SE noted that Contractor availability is stretching numbers and teams 
needs to be consistent with managing throughout.  He noted it was a 
learning process and contractors need to maintain quality.   
 
(h) R&M to sealed section of Stockyard Hill road- negligible. 

Community concern that this road will end up like Mt. Emu 
Settlement road. What is the plan for this road in terms of 
maintenance and structure for the duration of the project? 

IC advised the Contractor has not been onsite since last meeting, 
but his truck is outside now.  He apologises for issue, but they are 
back fixing road now.   
 
(i) Roadside rehabilitation of Stockyard Hill road. Is there a 

plan/timeline? Works negligible since last meeting. 
Contractor will do side of road and rehabilitation.  Another 
contractor will come in early next and patch up Stockyard Hill Road.  
The target is to see improvement by Christmas. 
 
JM queried how many people of site? 
SE advised approximately 300 people working on site now. 
 
(j) Access to Thompsons/Dunnets- are these roads closed to public? 

Are there exceptions? There is confusion. 
Closed to construction traffic.  Dunnets remains closed after 
operation, but Thompsons will be open to public end of construction. 
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(k) Historical photos for compound. GWA Construction Manager is 
seeking historical photos to display at compound offices for 
construction and maintenance- can any CRG members help with 
this? 

SE putting old photos together to hand over to operations and 
maintenance and create a wall.  JK may have one of the old pub.  DB 
will check. 
 
(l) “Stockyard Hill Syndrome”- knowing what occurred at Waubra 

with the “highjacking” of the Waubra name by the Waubra 
Foundation- is there concern that this will occur at Stockyard Hill? 
How can GWA/CRG/Community work together to prevent this 
from occurring at Stockyard Hill. 

Waubra foundation based themselves around Waubra being smaller 
blocks.  
DJB suggested holding an open day.  IC noted he is doing private tours 
now, but yes will be organizing an open day when towers are up.  Also 
doing blade event soon.  Cannot do open day during construction. 
 
NS noted powerlines are bigger than people expected them to be.   
 
JM any chance of buying a model turbine.  Advised no but can enter 
competition in shop front to win won each month. 
 
IC and TC attended Beaufort Show in November.  Very successful 
day. 
 
(m) Can it be communicated how the 

management/control/disposal in practice of the gorse and 
horehound that remains onsite at Dunnets Road and what has 
been moved to the Thompsons Road site will occur i.e. will it be 
burnt, will it be buried, will it be left covered for a time? 

SE advised it was held back until permit came through.  Transporting 
from Dunnets Road to Thompsons Road is not appropriate.  It will 
now be covered and buried onsite. 
 
DB asked about ongoing weed control on Dunnett’s now.  
SE noted yes it was done, but under no control or approval from 
Goldwind. 
 
(n) Can it be communicated how the management/control/disposal 

in practice of the GM Canola that is exposed on the roadside on 
the Skipton /Dooley’s road intersection will occur? 
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SE - Canola was disturbed by a fencer who flattened the canola.  
Telstra gave 48 hours’ notice and it was a rush job to do the fencing, 
but it shouldn’t have been done.  GWA working with relevant 
landowner to assist him.  They will be paid compensation. 
 
EW queried as it is on a Vic Roads road what happens?   
SE advised leave it where it is for now.  It will need to be removed but 
working out how. 
 
(o) Use of UHF by GWA/JV 1. Use of UHF by GWA/JV- use with caution 

when engaging in chatter/banter when referring to individual 
landholders and describing behaviour which would suggest non-
compliance with regulations. UHF is a public forum and can be 
heard by many. 

SE noted constant commentary should be around constructing wind 
farm.  They need to focus on wind farm activities.  Consistently 
brought up at start up meetings.   
 
(p) Complaints process as per document on SHWF website and as per 

requirement of planning permit. Could the information on the 
website include how someone goes about making a complaint? I 
have been advised that there have been instances where people 
have found it difficult to find information as to how one goes 
about making the complaint, then the complaint being made not 
being responded to. 

IC noted that complaints can be made through the Shop Front, 
Melbourne email and 1800 number. All noted in Section 2 of the 
approved plan.   
 
Other members comments: 
David Jackson 
(a) Road safety: -     Gravel trucks 
 IC and SE advised that any trucks on public roads should have tarps, 
any trucks on wind farm and not on public roads are not required to 
have them.  Noted to please contact IC or SE if trucks not covered.  
Trucks do not have identification. 
 
- Incident with gravel truck 
 This was the Incident of truck driving through a mob of sheep on 
the road and putting it on YouTube. Driver has been removed from 
project. 
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(b) Church 
 Can anything be retrieved from it to put into Lake Goldsmith Hall 
when renovated? 
IC advised it will go to the local community to see what can be done, 
when the time comes. 
 JK and DJ offered to go through Church with IC. 
 
(c) Fire Plan 
 As above. 
 
James Kirkpatrick: 
(a) Condition of Stockyard Hill Rd from Froghollow Rd to Buln Gherin 

mailbox  
Dealt with above.   

 
 
 
Action IC, JK and 
DJ 

7. General business: 
 
NS went to Corangamite meeting – local roads have been affected 
with powerline being installed.  No routes are marked for heavy 
vehicles.  They need to be more proactive with local roads. 
 
NS advised they are Zinfra are trimming trees.  All moving along 
quickly.   Some issues with cutting fences, but all is good. 
 
Mud is still in Skipton, but this should be abated with new tank.   
 
DS noted the heaviest vehicles are cranes and concrete trucks.  IC will 
speak with Zinfra. 
 
NS left the meeting. 
 
IH- good new story about a gravel truck driver who removed an old 
dog from road to avoid an accident or injury. 
 
DJ – Community member has enquired about blasting at Stoneleigh.  
They heard a big bang and the house shuddered.   
IC advised there is no blasting on foundations.  Only blast is at quarry 
and that has happened for 2 weeks.   
 
Trucks using Stoneleigh Settlement Road.   
IC advised trucks use it to cross only and do not use it East/West on 
Settlement Road.  SE advised it may be Council trucks.  Get rego and 
report for ownership.   
 

Action IC 
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Phone and internet coverage not good if not poorer.  Network gets 
jammed.   
SE advised same at office.  GWA have contacted Telstra.   
IC noted that GWA are talking with NS and Bendigo Bank to look at 
getting better mobile coverage, but nothing eventuated yet.  IC 
advised to try to contact Telstra because of extra traffic.   
DJ suggested a letter to the editor.   
DJB suggested letter to Telstra from CRG.  DJ to draft and run it by DJB 
first. 
 
EW – is there is a community newsletter mailing list?   
IC advised newsletter is on website, but if details are emailed to TC 
names can be put onto the database for the future.   
 
EW noted the diversity on CRG incorrect.  She is the only female and 
the youngest person on Committee.  Also, not many representatives 
from the northern and Lismore areas of project.  Is there anything 
that can be done to rectify that? 
 
DJB noted that positions were advertised, and all applications were 
accepted.  DJB will l speak with GWA to see what can be done.  
 
JK – spoke with Landowner who had some issues with people ringing 
up regarding his bore.  JK explained Complaints process to him.  He 
wasn’t aware and is past it now.  He would, however, be happy to 
give a presentation on bore at the next tour for CRG if required.   
 
JK – has fallen out with his neighbours and doesn’t know why?  He 
reiterated that all issues to go to TC to send to IC to speak on them.  
 
Newsletter – thank you to CRG members to go in next newsletter.  
DJB to arrange and forward a draft around prior.   
 
DS – we are going to run out water.  What happens with water 
restrictions?  IC advised it CHW and the project are in constant 
contact and managing the situation. 
 
It was suggested CRG pass on best wishes to Michael Murphy for his 
health.  JKa will find out where he is. 
 

8 4 February 2019 with a tour of Wind Farm 
 

2019 meetings: 4 February 2019 
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1 April 2019 – changed to 8 April for Community Investment 
3 June 2019 
5 August 2019 
7 October 2019 
2 December 2019 

 
All at Lake Goldsmith Hall. 

9 Meeting closed 2.48pm  


